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Abstract

We present novel scalable parallel algorithms for finding

global minimum cuts and connected components, which are

important and fundamental problems in graph processing.

To take advantage of future massively parallel architectures,

our algorithms are communication-avoiding: they reduce the

costs of communication across the network and the cache

hierarchy. The fundamental technique underlying our work

is the randomized sparsification of a graph: removing a frac-

tion of graph edges, deriving a solution for such a sparsified

graph, and using the result to obtain a solution for the origi-

nal input. We design and implement sparsification with O(1)

synchronization steps. Our global minimum cut algorithm

decreases communication costs and computation compared

to the state-of-the-art, while our connected components al-

gorithm incurs few cache misses and synchronization steps.

We validate our approach by evaluating MPI implementa-

tions of the algorithms on a petascale supercomputer. We

also provide an approximate variant of the minimum cut

algorithm and show that it approximates the exact solutions

well while using a fraction of cores in a fraction of time.
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algorithms;
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1 Introduction

Graph computations are behind many problems in machine

learning, social network analysis, and computational sci-

ences [28]. An important and fundamental class are graph

connectivity algorithms, such as finding minimum cuts or

connected components.

The global minimum cut problem is a classic problem in

graph theory; it finds a variety of applications in network

reliability studies [23], combinatorial optimization [25], ma-

trix diagonalization, memory paging, gene-expression anal-

yses [39], and large-scale graph clustering [40]. Connected
components is a well-studied problem with a plethora of

applications, for instance in medical imaging [46], image

processing [21, 32], and computer vision [49].

Designing efficient parallel graph algorithms is challeng-

ing due to their properties such as irregular and data-driven

communication patterns or limited locality. These properties

result in movements of large amounts of data on shared-

memory (e.g., cachemisses) and distributed-memory systems

(e.g., network communication), having a negative impact on

performance [20, 31, 33]. Moreover, synchronization barri-

ers that enforce data dependencies are costly and have to be

used with caution [7].

Communication-avoiding algorithms, which require asymp-

totically less communication than their alternatives [20], alle-

viate these issues. Developing and analyzing such schemes re-

quires models that explicitly incorporate the cost of commu-

nication. One example is the Cache-Oblivious (CO)model [11]

which enables designing algorithms which reduce cache
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Table 1. Bounds for Computing a Minimum Cut. All algorithms are randomized and return correct results with high probability. Cache misses of the first

entry have not been studied. CO Karger-Stein is a sequential algorithm. (⋆) assuming pB ≤ n1−ϵ
, (△) assuming p ≤ n.

misses without the knowledge of the memory hierarchy.

Another example is the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP)

model [47] which facilitates explicit reasoning about network

communication and synchronization costs. In this work, we

combine these two models for a more detailed analysis of

the communication costs of algorithms for finding global

minimum cuts and connected components.

Our randomized algorithms are based on a technique

called Iterated Sampling. The idea is to iteratively sparsify
the graph, i.e., derive a sparse random sample of the graph

that preserves the vertices but removes selected edges. This

technique was used to find minimum cuts in parallel [25];

we show that it also gives a communication-avoiding and

practical connected components algorithm. We perform Iter-

ated Sampling using O(1) synchronization steps with high

probability, ensuring O(1) such steps for finding connected

components and approximate minimum cuts. Moreover, it

allows us to compute minimum cuts that are exact with high

probability using O(logp) synchronisation steps, where p is

the number of processors.

Specifically, we improve upon a previous BSP approach [4]

to the global minimum cut problem in terms of both commu-

nication and computation costs, as shown in Table 1. We also

obtain a number of cache misses matching that of a recent

cache-oblivious sequential variant of the same algorithm [13].

Our experiments indicate that our algorithm indeed spends

little time communicating (Figure 1b), behaves according to

our model predictions (Figure 1a), and outperforms sequen-

tial codes with only a few processors.

We also propose an approximate variant of the minimum

cut algorithm that has near-linearwork and gives anO(logn)-
approximate minimum cut.

Finally, our sparsification technique gives a communication-

avoiding connected components algorithm with theoretical

bounds close to the state-of-the-art [2] when the average

degree is larger than the number of processors. When this is

the case, our connected components algorithm outperforms

established distributed memory and shared memory algo-

rithms in practice. If run sequentially, it is also faster than a

depth first search. We explain this by showing that although

we perform more instructions than the graph search, our
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Figure 1. Strong scaling on an Erdös-Rényi graphs (n = 96
′
000, d = 32).

Figure 1a shows the execution time, broken down into MPI and application

code; the points connected by the line represent the execution time predicted

by the model. Figure 1b shows the ratio of MPI to application time. The

lines represent the model prediction.

algorithm incurs three times fewer cache misses on sparse

graphs with about a million vertices.

2 Preliminaries

We first introduce the relevant concepts associated with

communication modeling and primitives (§ 2.1), discuss our

model of randomness (§ 2.2), and then define our problem

statement (§ 2.3). Finally, we overview the necessary back-

ground material (§ 2.4).

2.1 Machine and Cost Model

We now describe the unified communication model com-

bining network communication costs and data transfers in

caches; we also discuss the used collective operations and

our model of randomness.

Network Model We use the Bulk Synchronous Parallel

(BSP) model for network modeling and analysis. In BSP, the

computation is divided into a sequence of supersteps. In each

superstep, p processors first perform local computations and

then exchange messages. In particular, local computation

can only depend on messages sent in previous supersteps.

The computation time of a superstep is the largest num-

ber of local operations performed by any processor in that

superstep. The communication volume of a superstep is the

largest number of unit-size messages sent or received by any

processor during the superstep. The communication volume
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and computation time of an algorithm is the sum of the com-

munication volume and computation time of all supersteps,

respectively.

Cache Model We use the Cache-Oblivious (CO) Model [11]
to analyze cache misses. This model assumes a single fully-

associative cache with an optimal replacement strategy, or-

ganized into blocks of B words and a total size ofM words.

B andM cannot be used in the algorithm description (hence

the name oblivious). This model has two advantages: bounds

proven for a simple two-level hierarchy generalize to an ar-

bitrarily deep hierarchy [11], and they hold up to constant

factors when executed with the Least-Recently Used (LRU)

eviction policy. Throughout this paper, we assume a tall

cache, that isM ∈ Ω(B2). This assumption is necessary [42]

and sufficient [11] to transpose an n×n matrix incurring the

optimal O(n2/B) cache misses.

Unified Communication Model We model both cache

effects and communication together by using the CO model

within the context of BSP. To achieve this, consistently with

the BSP definitions of computation time and communication

volume, we define the number of cache misses of a superstep

to be the largest number of cache misses incurred by any

processor during the superstep.

Collective Communication We use the following collec-
tive operations from theMessage Passing Interface (MPI) [43],

of which there are practical implementations [34]. For the

following, k elements x = x1, . . . xk are stored (as an array)

at a selected root processor.

broadcast: The root sends all k elements to all processors.

For the following, k elements x = x1, . . . ,xk are distributed

equally among the processors and there is a root processor.

reduce: Let⋆ be an associative operator. The root receives

x and computes x1 ⋆ x2 ⋆ . . . ⋆ xk .
gather: Each processor sends its k/p elements to the root.

all-reduce/all-gather: Computes a reduce / gather

and broadcasts the result.

The above collectives can be implemented in O(1) super-

steps,O(k) communication volume and time, andO(k/B + 1)
cache misses.

2.2 Randomness

Randomization has been a powerful tool in the design of

sequential [24, 35, 44] and parallel [12, 16, 37] algorithms.

We assume that each processor has access to an indepen-

dent, uniformly random, Ω(logn)-bit word in unit time.

A statement holds with high probability (w.h.p.) if it holds

with probability at least 1 − 1

nc for all c . For simplicity, we

provide proofs for fixed c , but it is straightforward to increase
the probabilities.
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Figure 2. The two partitions of a minimum cut are indicated by the vertex

shading. In 2a, the initial graph is shown. The dashed edges cross the

minimum cut, with weight 2. The graph in 2b shows the result of contracting

edge (v4, v5) — the minimum cut does not change.

2.3 Graphs, Cuts, Connected Components

Here, we present our graph model and define minimum cuts.

Graph Model We consider an undirected graph G with

vertex set V , edge set E ⊆ V × V , and weight function w :

E → N+. We write |V | = n and |E | = m. The weight of an

edge e = (v,u) isw(v,u) orw(e). The average degree ofG is

denoted by d .

Minimum Cuts A cut V ′
is a nonempty proper subset of

V . The value of a cut is the sum of the weights of the edges

with one endpoint in the cut and the other in its complement.

A (global) minimum cut is a cut of the smallest value. A cut

of value within a multiplicative factor α of the minimum cut

is an α-approximate minimum cut.
Throughout, we assume for simplicity of exposition that

the edge weights are bounded by the minimum cut value

times a polynomial factor in n. This assumption can be re-

moved by a preprocessing step [25, Section 7.1] without

increasing the presented bounds.

Connected Components A graphG is said to be connected

if a path exists between any pair of vertices. The connected

components of G are its maximal connected subgraphs.

2.4 Fundamental Techniques

Next, we discuss the fundamental techniques we use.

Edge Contractions To contract an edge is to merge its

endpoints into a single vertex, remove loops, and combine

parallel edges, see Figure 2. This operation was used previ-

ously for evaluating expression trees [36, Chapter 3.3] and

computing minimum spanning trees [24]. More importantly,

repeatedly contracting random edges gives an algorithm to

compute a minimum cut [25].

There is a crucial tradeoff for an approach to compute

minimum cuts based on random edge contraction: The fewer

vertices remain after contraction, the smaller the probabil-

ity that a minimum cut survives the contraction. On the

other hand, the fewer vertices remain, the faster we can pro-

cess the remaining graph. For now, we keep the number of

vertices that remain after the contraction as a parameter t .
Specifically, a graph is randomly contracted to t vertices by
repeatedly selecting an edge with probability proportional

to its weight and contracting it, until t vertices remain.
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Edge contraction does not decrease the value of a mini-

mum cut. On the other hand, the value of a minimum cut

can increase when an edge that crosses all minimum cuts is

contracted.

It can be shown that a minimum cut survives random

contraction with non-negligible probability. Intuitively, this

holds because the total weight of the edges of a particular

minimum cut is small compared to the total edge weight.

Lemma 2.1 ([25] § 2). The probability that randomly con-
tracting a graph to t vertices does not change the value of a
minimum cut is at least t(t − 1)/n(n − 1).

Iterated Sampling In parallel, we want to contract many

random edges simultaneously for better performance. For

this purpose, Karger and Stein [25] introduced Iterated Sam-

pling. Instead of merging vertices and combining resulting

parallel edges after each contraction, they randomly select

a suitably sized set of edges E ′ ⊆ E. Then, they contract as

many edges of E ′
as possible while at least t vertices remain.

If the edges in E ′
do not suffice to reduce the number of

vertices to t , they contract all the edges in E ′
and repeat the

process. Fix some constant 0 < σ < 1.

Iterated Sampling repeats the following until |V | = t :

1 Sparsification Sample an array E ′ = E ′
1
, . . . ,E ′

s of s =
n1+σ edges. Sample every entry by choosing an edge

with probability proportional to its weight.

2 Prefix Selection Find the longest prefix (subarray start-

ing from the first element) P = E ′
1
, . . . ,E ′

k of E ′
such

that the graph (V , P) has at least t connected compo-

nents.

3 Bulk Edge Contraction Contract all the edges in P .

Notably, if the sum of the edge weights is bounded by

the minimum cut value times a polynomial factor in n, then
w.h.p. only O(1) iterations are required [25]. Intuitively, this

is because (with high probability) the sampled edges E ′
have

a large combined weight compared to the total weight of all

edges in E, thus contracting the edges in E ′
reduces the total

edge weight significantly.

In PRAM, Iterated Sampling takes O
(
log

2 n
)
time using

O
(
m/logn + n1+σ

)
processors, for any fixed 0 < σ < 1. Di-

rectly implementing the PRAMversionwould implyΩ(log2 n)
supersteps. In § 3 and § 4, we show how to reduce this num-

ber to only O(1) supersteps. By contracting the graph until

no edges are left, iterated sampling can be used to find con-

nected components in O(1) supersteps (cf. § 3.2).

Recursive Contraction Recursive Contraction [25] uses

random contraction to guess the minimum cut: 1 Randomly

contract the graph to

⌈
n/

√
2

⌉
+ 1 vertices (e.g., using iterated

sampling). 2 Copy the contracted graph and proceed recur-

sively on the two copies. 3 Once the number of vertices is

constant, compute the minimum cut deterministically.

Lemma 2.2 ([25] § 4). Recursive Contraction finds a particu-
lar minimum cut with probability at least 1/Ω(logn). Sequen-
tially, it takes O

(
n2 logn

)
time.

3 Sparsification and Graphs

A key common step is to implement a sparsification scheme

with O(1) supersteps to efficiently create a sparse sample of

G (§ 3.1). This first gives a simple communication-avoiding

connected components algorithm based on Iterated Sam-

pling (§ 3.2). Then, relying on this result, we derive a fast

approximation algorithm to the minimum cut problem (§ 3.3).

Both algorithms use O(1) supersteps and have near-linear

(in n) communication volume. We use an additional section

(§ 4) to describe our exact minimum cut algorithm.

Graph Representation We first present our graph rep-

resentations, as they are key to good performance for graph

algorithms. Adjacency lists, simple and successful in PRAM

settings [36], are difficult to distribute evenly across proces-

sors. Even in a graph of low d there can be many vertices

of high degree that, if stored in the same subset of proces-

sors, become a bottleneck. Thus, we employ a distributed
array of edges where each processor maintains an array of

O(m/p) weighted edges. Initially, the order is arbitrary. We

allow for parallel edges and denote with wi (ej ) the sum of

the weights of the parallel edges representing ej stored in

processor i . In particular,wi (ej ) = 0 if processor i does not
store ej andw(e) =

∑
i wi (e). If a graph is sufficiently dense

(m ≥ n2/logn), we store it as a distributed adjacency matrix
(AM), where every processor holds Θ(n/p) rows of the ma-

trix. The AM representation is crucial for enabling consistent

performance even on very dense graphs.

3.1 Communication-Avoiding Sparsification

Sparsification consists of sampling a sparser subgraph where

each edge e is chosen with probability proportional to its

weight w(e). When the graph is distributed across many

processors, we need to schedule the sampling carefully to

avoid communication.

Intuition We sample s random edges in a batched man-

ner. First, we choose how many edges should be sampled

from each processor’s slice. Then, each processor samples

that many edges. Finally, the samples have to be randomly

permuted, because the order matters for correctness: The

probability for an edge to end up in a particular position

must be the same for all positions [25].

Details 1 First, every processor pi computes the sumWi
of its slice’s edge weights. These values are gathered at the

root. 2 The root determines how the s edges are distributed
among the processors. Repeatedly (i.e., s times), it chooses

a processor pi with probabilityWi/
∑

zWz . The root notifies

each processor of how many edges it should sample. 3 Each

processorpi chooses as many edges as requested. Repeatedly,

it chooses an edge e with probability
wi (e)
Wi

and adds e to the
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array of sampled edges. The sampled edges are gathered at

the root. 4 The root permutes the edges randomly, yielding

the final sample A = a1, . . . ,as .
TheoryWe show that we indeed sample edges indepen-

dently in A with probability proportional to their weight.

Lemma 3.1. The sample a1, . . . ,as is such that each element
ai satisfies P[ai = e] = w (e)∑

ek ∈E w (ek )
for all edges e ∈ E.

Proof. Let P(i) be the random variable for the processor

whose slice was used to sample ai . We proceed by condi-

tioning on P(i). Given that we sampled ai from processor

pj , the probability that a particular edge e ends up in ai is
P[ai = e |P(i) = pj ] = w j (e)/Wj . To determine the prob-

ability that some processor pj was used to sample ai , we
condition on Kj , the number of times that processor pj was
chosen by the root. This yields:

P[P(i) = pj ] =
∑
k

P[P(i) = pj |Kj = k]P[Kj = k]

=
1

s

(∑
k

kP[Kj = k]

)
=

Wj∑
zWz

.

For the second equality, we used that ifk samples are taken

from processor pj ’s slice, then the probability of a sample

from pj ending up in a given position i is k/s . This holds
because we apply a random permutation to the edge samples.

For the third equality, we used that (
∑

k kP[Kj = k]) is the
mean of Kj , which is binomially distributed. We conclude:

P[ai = e] =
∑
j

P[ai = e |P(i) = pj ]P[P(i) = pj ]

=
∑
j

(
w j (e)

Wj

Wj∑
zWz

)
=

w(e)∑
ek ∈E w(ek )

.

□

Lemma 3.2. Constructing a weighted edge sample of size s
takes O(1) supersteps, O(s + p) communication volume,
O

(
s logn + m

p

)
time, and O

(
s logn + m

pB

)
cache misses.

Proof. The computation of the local edges’ cumulativeweight

takes O(m/p) time. Next, each entry can be sampled in

O(logn) amortized time and cache misses (w.h.p.) after a

linear-time preprocessing step [25, § 5]. A processor obtains

at most s samples. The communication volume is O(p) to
send and receive the sizes of the samples at the root and

O(s) at every processor to send and receive the edges in

the corresponding subsample. Permuting the sample takes

O(s logn) time and O
(
(s/B) logM s

)
cache misses. □

3.2 Connected Components

We now introduce a connected components algorithm that

employs Iterated Sampling to contract every connected com-

ponent into a single vertex. The algorithm, based on Spar-

sification, uses O(1) supersteps and is work-efficient when

m/n1+ϵ ≥ p, for some ϵ > 0. In the semi-external setting

(the vertices fit into fast memory, while the edges do not)

andm ≥ pBn1+ϵ , our algorithm incurs the optimal number

of cache misses, O(m/pB).
IntuitionWe obtain a sparser subgraph (with Sparsifica-

tion), for which we sequentially compute connected compo-

nents. We then contract these components and repeat until

no edges are left. The remaining vertices correspond to the

connected components of the original input graph.

Details The root processor holds a vertex-indexed array

C = C1, . . . ,Cn associating each vertex i to its connected

component Ci . Initially Ci = i . We fix some small con-

stant ϵ > 0 and repeat the following as long as there is

some edge left. 1 We first sparsify the graph by choosing

n1+ϵ/2 edges E ′
. We gather these edges at the root. 2 The

root then computes the connected components of the graph

({Ci | i ∈ V }, E ′), creating a mapping д from every vertex to

its connected component’s label. The root broadcasts д and

updates every Ci to д(Ci ). 3 We locally replace each edge

(u,v) with (д(u),д(v)) and remove all loops.

TheoryWe now present the algorithm’s bounds.

Theorem 3.3. The communication-avoiding connected com-
ponents algorithm takes, w.h.p., O(1) supersteps, O

(
n1+ϵ

)
com-

munication volume, and O
(
m/p + n1+ϵ

)
computation time. If

M ≥ 2n, it takes O
(
m/pB + n1+ϵ

)
cache misses.

Proof. As the algorithm is essentially Iterated Sampling with-

out Bulk Edge Contraction,O(1) iterations sufficew.h.p. until

all the edges are contracted. The communication bounds then

follow from our Sparsification algorithm (Lemma 3.2). If д
fits into cache, the renaming of the endpoints takes O(m/pB)
cache misses. □

By replacing the sequential connected components com-

putation at the root with a parallel algorithm, Sparsification

could be used to speed up other connected components al-

gorithms.

Since in the connected components problem edge weights

are irrelevant, we can work on unweighted graphs. This

allows us to reduce the time to sparsify the graph from

O(s logn +m/p) to O(s +m/p), an improvement that turned

out to be crucial in practice, even though it is not necessary

for Theorem 3.3.

Intuition Step 2 of our sparsification algorithm from

§ 3.1 can be avoided: each processor just samples slightly

more edges than we would expect, so that with high prob-

ability enough edges are sampled. Moreover, sampling on

unweighted edges is cheaper.
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Details We fix some 0 < δ < 1. If the expected number

of edges µi that will be sampled from processor i is at least
(9 logn)/δ 2, we sample ⌈(1 + δ )µi ⌉ edges from processor i .
Otherwise, include every edge of processor i in the sample.

Theory The number of iterations does not increase if

we sample too many edges from a particular processor. A

Chernoff bound can be used to bound the probability that

more than (1 + δ )µi edges would have been sampled using

the original procedure. Finally, sampling can be done in O(1)

time per edge selection.

3.3 Approximate Minimum Cuts

Here, we sample subgraphs of varying expected sparsity and

test their connectivity; the sparsity at the moment that the

graph becomes disconnected estimates a minimum cut.

Intuition The connectivity of a random subgraph is re-

lated to the minimum cut value. Thus, the point at which

the sampled subgraph becomes disconnected gives an es-

timate of the minimum cut. To implement this efficiently,

we employ our communication-avoiding connected compo-

nents algorithm (§ 3.2) and show that we need only a single

connected components query.

DetailsOur algorithm computes anO(logn)-approximate

cut as follows. 1 We compute the sum of all the edgeweights

W with an all-reduce. 2 We perform ⌈lnW ⌉ iterations,

where the i-th iteration consists ofΘ(logn) repetitions (trials)
of the following: 2.1 sample a subgraphGi of G by keeping

each edge e with probability 1 − (1 − 2
−i )w (e)

, and 2.2 test if

the graph Gi is connected.

The output of the algorithm is 2
j
, where j is the smallest

iteration such that in at least one of its trials the graph G j is

disconnected.

In order to parallelize the procedure efficiently, the itera-

tions are pipelined: in each trial, every processor indepen-

dently samples a subgraph from its slice of the distributed

edge array. The vertices of each subgraph are assigned unique

labels associated to the trials.

Finally, a single connected components computation on

the union of the labeled subgraphs (over all trials of all itera-

tions) yields the results at once.

Theory We now show the bounds. For correctness, see

the online-only appendix.

Theorem3.4. The algorithm computes aO(logn)-approximate
minimum cut w.h.p. in O(1) supersteps, O

(
n1+ϵ

)
communi-

cation volume, and O

(
m log

3 n
p + n1+ϵ

)
time. IfM ≥ cn log2 n

(for some constant c), it takes O
(
m log

2 n
pB + n1+ϵ

)
cache misses.

Proof. The subgraphs can be generated in O((m logn)/p)
time and O(m/Bp) cache misses each. If the edge weights

are polynomial in n, only O
(
log

2 n
)
subgraphs are generated

overall. Note that this assumption could be removed. The

bounds then follow from our results on connected compo-

nents (Theorem 3.3).

□

In practice, we found that it does not pay off to pipeline

the outer loop. Instead, we perform the iterations one after

the other and stop at the first iteration where some graph

is disconnected. The number of supersteps of this variant

is O(log µ), where µ is the minimum cut value. The space

is reduced by a logn factor by this change and the time

becomes O
(
(m log µ log2 n)/p + n1+ϵ

)
. This variant is faster

when the minimum cut value is o(n).

4 Communication-Avoiding Mincuts

We now present our exact global minimum cut algorithm,

which uses Iterated Sampling (see § 2.4) at its core.

Overview To make Iterated Sampling communication-

avoiding, we use our communication-avoiding implementa-

tion of Sparsification from § 3.1. In contrast to the connected

components in § 3.2, here we need Bulk Edge Contraction

in order to combine the parallel edges that come from con-

traction, so that the graph representation remains concise

throughout the algorithm. We show how to implement Bulk

Edge Contraction in § 4.1. To obtain consistent performance

on graphs of different densities, we give two implementa-

tions: one for edge arrays and one for adjacency matrices.

Recursive Contraction (§ 2.4) combines multiple execu-

tions of random contraction to increase the probability of

preserving minimum cuts and, if repeated O
(
log

2 n
)
times,

it does so w.h.p. [25].

Intuition Recursive Contraction yields a fast minimum

cut algorithm for dense graphs (details in § 4.3). To achieve

O(1) supersteps and reduce communication for sparser graphs

(wherep ≤ n2/m), we randomly contract the graph toΘ(
√
m)

vertices with Iterated Sampling before running Recursive

Contraction once. We then repeat the sequence of the two

different contractions steps a number of times. We call the

first step Eager, as it reduces the number of vertices very

quickly before proceeding recursively.

Details Our minimum cut algorithm performs a number

of t = Θ(n
2

m log
2 n) trials, each of which returns a cut. The

result are the cuts of smallest value.

A trial has two main steps:

1 Eager Step Randomly Contract the graph to

⌈√
m

⌉
+ 1

vertices with a sparse implementation of Iterated Sam-

pling (§ 4.2).

2 Recursive Step RunRecursive Contraction using a dense

implementation of Iterated Sampling to perform ran-

dom contraction (§ 4.3).

We parallelize the trials depending on the number of pro-

cessors. If there are more trials than processors (p ≤ t ), broad-
cast the graph, distribute the trials equally among the pro-

cessors, and perform them sequentially. Otherwise (p > t ),
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split the processors into equally sized groups. Each group

performs one trial in parallel.

4.1 Bulk Edge Contraction

Given a weighted graph G and a mapping д : V 7→ V ′
, the

task of Bulk Edge Contraction is to merge the vertices of G
according to д, i.e., merge the vertices that map to the same

label in V ′
.

Dense Bulk Edge Contraction We begin with the case

where the graph is represented as a distributed adjacency

matrix. We use this representation in Recursive Contraction.

There, the graphs can get arbitrarily dense even if the initial

graph has O(n) edges.
Intuition In an adjacency matrix, contraction sums the

rows and the columns of the vertices that map to the same

label in V ′
.

Details 1 For every vertex i in the contracted graph,

the processors set column i to be the sum of all columns

which map to i . 2 The processors transpose the matrix

and the columns are combined as in the previous step. 3

The diagonal of the matrix is set to zero. At this point, the

shrunken matrix has t rows and columns.

Theory The following Lemma shows the procedure’s

bounds.

Lemma 4.1. If p ≤ n, bulk edge contraction on a distributed
adjacency matrix takes O(1) supersteps, O

(
n2/p

)
communi-

cation volume and computation time. If pB ≤ n, it takes
O

(
n2/pB

)
cache misses.

Proof. Combining the columns is a local operation, which

takes O
(
n2/p

)
time and O

(
n2/(pB) + n

)
cache misses.

Transposing the matrix requires communication volume

and time O
(
n2/p + n

)
. □

Sparse Bulk Edge Contraction We cannot use the dense

version for the Eager Step, because it would incurΘ
(
n2

)
work

for each trial. As there are Ω((n2 log2 n)/m) trials, we can

only afford O(m logn) work per trial to ensure O
(
n2 log3 n

)
work.

Therefore, we use a different paradigm for the Eager Step.

Intuition After sorting the edges globally according to

their endpoints, every set of parallel edges will lie either

in a single processor, or in adjacent ones. This allows us to

combine them in a communication-avoiding way.

Details 1 The processors locally rename the endpoints

(replacing (u,v) with (д(u),д(v))) and remove loops. Think

of the modified graph as a multigraph whose parallel edges

we have to combine to obtain a graph. 2 Globally sort the

edges by their endpoints (first by the smaller endpoint, then

by the other endpoint). 3 Each processor locally combines

the parallel edges it has after the sorting. At every proces-

sor i , this gives an array Ai = l1i , l
2

i , . . . , l
ni
i , for some ni .

4 all-gather the first edge of each of the Ai , such that

each processor holds l = l1
1
, . . . l1p . The list l can still contain

parallel edges, but for each such parallel edge (u,v), there
can be at most one processor which has an edge parallel

to (u,v) which is not also in l . 5 For each distinct pair of

endpoints (u,v) in l , the leftmost processor which has an

edge with endpoints (u,v) increments its weight by the total

weight of the edges in l that are parallel to (u,v). If processor
i combined some parallel edges from l into l ′i its result is
l ′i , l

2

i , . . . , l
ni
i , otherwise it is l2i , . . . , l

ni
i .

For the proof of the following bounds, please refer to the

only-only appendix.

Lemma 4.2. If p ≤
√
m/logn, sparse bulk edge contraction

takes, with high probability, O(1) supersteps, O(m/p) commu-
nication volume,O

(
m
p logn + n

)
time, andO

(
m
pB logM +n/B

)
cache misses.

Notice that our edge contraction algorithm can be gener-

alized to group values by an arbitrary comparable key and

then combining them using any associative operator.

4.2 Eager Step

Running distributed edge array sparsification (Lemma 3.2)

and then sparse bulk edge contraction (Lemma 4.2), we ob-

tain a sparse implementation for Iterated Sampling. This is

the Eager Step.

4.3 Recursive Step

Asmentioned previously, the graphs can get arbitrarily dense

after contraction. Thus, it is crucial to be efficient on dense

graphs in the Recursive Step. We use a dense bulk edge

contraction to obtain a communication-avoiding adaptation

of Recursive Contraction.

Details 1 In each recursive call, half of the processors

continue to operate in parallel on one copy and the other

half continue to operate on the other copy of the graph. 2

Once a single processor is left, it computes a cut sequentially

using CO Karger-Stein [13].

4.4 Correctness and Bounds

We illustrated the main parts of the mincut algorithm. For the

proof of correctness, please refer to the online-only appendix.

Lemma 4.3. The communication-avoiding minimum cut al-
gorithm finds all minimum cuts w.h.p..

As summarised in Table 1, we get the following bounds:

Theorem4.4. Ifp ≤ n1−ϵ for some ϵ > 0, the communication-
avoiding minimum cut algorithm takes, w.h.p., O

(
log

pm
n2

)
supersteps, O

(
n2

p log
2 n log

pm
n2

)
communication volume, and

O

(
n2

p log
3 n

)
computation time. IfpB ≤ n1−ϵ , it takesO

(
n2

log
3 n

pB

)
cache misses. It uses O

(
min(m,

n2
log

2 n
p )

)
space.
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5 Experiments

We now illustrate the advantages of our algorithms com-

pared to the state-of-the-art. To investigate the applicability

of the presented algorithms, we have devised MPI implemen-

tations in C++. We present the performance of our code on

several classes of inputs in different experimental settings.

Throughout the following, we refer to our implementations

as Connected Components (CC), Approximate Minimum

Cut (AppMC), and Minimum Cut (MC).

Experimental Setup The experiments were conducted on

CSCS Piz Daint, a leadership-class Cray XC50 computer, us-

ing a homogeneous subset of nodes, each with two 18-core

Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4 CPUs (3.30 GHz, 45 MiB Last Level

Cache (LLC) shared among all cores) and 64 GiB DDR3 mem-

ory, using all 36 physical cores per node. The interconnect

is Cray Aries (Dragonfly topology [26]). The filesystem does

not influence the results.

Considered Metrics and Events We measure several met-

rics indicative of overall performance. All measurements are

taken over the course of a single execution, which starts

when the input has been loaded into memory at the initial

set of nodes and ends when the result is available at a desig-

nated root processor. The metrics are: execution time; time
spent in MPI (the cumulative time spent in any MPI_* func-
tion over the course of the execution); the number of LLC
misses, as measured by a hardware counter; the number of

completed instructions as measured by a hardware counter.

We derive Instructions per Miss (IPM) as the ratio of the num-

ber of instructions to the number cache misses. The time

spent in MPI is a conservative estimate of the communica-

tion cost, as it also includes synchronization costs incurred

due to imbalance.

Methodology For all the metrics collected in a single execu-

tion, we always choose themaximum among all participating

processors. The presented datapoints always represent the

median of several executions.We collectedmeasurements un-

til the 95% confidence interval (CI) for the median was within

5% of the reported values, which provides a non-parametric

reliability guarantee [18, 27]. In cases where we were not

able to connect enough measurements, the 95% CI is shown.

All the experiments involving our randomized algorithms

were conductedwith 0.90minimum success probability. Each

execution of every experiment uses a different fixed seed for

the pseudorandom number generator (PRNG). We use the

PRNG presented by Salmon et al. [38] to ensure uncorrelated

parallel streams. We have observed no significant effect of

seed choice on the performance.

Tested Inputs In the systematic experiments, we use four

classes of synthetic graphs with distinct vertex degree dis-

tributions as well as spectral (and thus connectivity) prop-

erties: Watts-Strogatz [48] small-world graphs (with edge

BGL
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(b) Dense graph
Figure 3. CC strong scaling on a sparse graph (3a, Barabasi-Álbert graph

with n = 1M , d = 32) and a dense graphs (3b, R-MAT graph with n =
128

′
000, d = 2

′
000). The line shows the BGL execution time.

rewiring probability p = 0.3), Barabasi-Álbert [3] scale-free
graphs, R-MAT graphs [6] (with a = 0.45, b = c = 0.22),
and Erdös-Rényi G(n,M) graphs [9] with a Poisson vertex

degree distribution.

5.1 Connected Components

Baselines We compare to both the Boost Graph Library

(BGL) sequential implementation [41], which uses a linear-

time graph traversal, as well as to the Parallel Boost Graph

Library (PBGL) implementation [15], which is based on an

O((n +m) logn) work algorithm that takes O(logn) super-
steps [14]. However, the PBGL implementation has weaker

guarantees. Moreover, we also compare to the asynchronous

implementation provided with Galois [30], a state-of-the-art

shared memory graph processing framework.

Performance and Scalability We consider strong scaling

on both sparse (Figure 3a) and dense (Figure 3b) graphs. On

the former, CC initially demonstrates speedups over both Ga-

lois and PBGL, but shows only limited scaling. This is due to

the inherently limited parallelism of our approach on sparse

graphs, especially compared to that of Galois. Sequentially,

we have found our algorithm to be slightly faster than both

BGL and Galois, which are about one order of magnitude

faster than PBGL.

In contrast, the dense graphs (Figure 3b) provide enough

parallelism to allow CC to demonstrate scalability compa-

rable to that of PBGL and Galois while being consistently

faster than both of them.

Cache Efficiency Figure 4 offers several insights into the

cache and network behavior of the algorithms under con-

sideration. Running sequentially, both CC and Galois incur

significantly fewer cache misses compared to PBGL as the

inputs grow larger. Interestingly, BGL exhibits worse perfor-

mance despite being explicitly designed and tuned for se-

quential scenarios, arguably due to the following inefficiency:

While BGL uses about 33% fewer instructions compared to

our algorithm, our significantly higher IPM (Figure 8b) re-

sults in higher Instructions per Cycle (IPC), which offsets the

extra work and produces a better trend as the problem size

increases (Figure 4b). This also suggests that efficient use of

the memory hierarchy has much greater practical effect than
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Figure 4. Sequential CC cache efficiency compared to BGL (4a, 4b) on an

R-MAT graph with d = 256 and increasing number of vertices, and to PBGL

in parallel (4c) on an R-MAT graph with n = 128
′
000, d = 2

′
048. Figure 4d

shows strong scaling on the same graph as Figure 4c.
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Figure 5. AppMC scalability. Left: strong scaling on a dense graph R-MAT

graph (n = 256
′
000, d = 4

′
096). Right: weak scaling with increasing edge

count on an R-MAT graph with n = 16
′
000 and 2

′
048

′
000 edges per node.

the O(nϵ ) work inefficiency incurred by our algorithm in

theory. When executed in parallel, compared to PBGL, both

CC and Galois incur a lower number of misses per instruc-

tion when the parallelism is low, but the IPM is eventually

matched as the parallelism is exhausted.

NetworkCommunication Wehave observed that theMPI

time constituted 9.6% of overall execution time on 72 cores,

growing steadily from 2.8% on 36 cores. In our experiments,

the MPI time ratio seems to depend on the number of nodes

rather than cores, which results in plateaus or declines be-

tween some measurements.

5.2 Approximate Minimum Cuts

We compare AppMC to MC. On sparse graphs, AppMC is

an order of magnitude faster than MC for the same inputs

as used on Figure 1, but, as expected, it does not scale as

far. However, on dense graphs with an average degree in

the order of thousands (Figure 5a), AppMC scales up to hun-

dreds of processors. Figure 5b shows that the execution time

remains close to constant when the number of edges and the

number of processors increase at the same rate. In particular,

increasing both the number of edges and processors by a

factor 8 increases the time by only a factor 1.55.

Communication Efficiency As the algorithm is built on

top of CC, its communication behaves similarly (see Fig-

ure 5a): the time spent in MPI takes up about 26% of the total

time on 144 cores.

5.3 Minimum Cuts

Baselines For smaller instances, we compare the execution

time of MC to two sequential baselines: the BGL implemen-

tation of a deterministic O
(
nm + n2 logn

)
time algorithm by

Stoer and Wagner [45] and a cache-oblivious implementa-

tion of Karger and Stein’s algorithm [13]. We refer to the

baselines as SW andKS respectively. To the best of our knowl-

edge, no parallel implementation of any (global) minimum

cut algorithm has been published.

Performance Model To link the observed data with the

theory, we developed and fitted a simple constant-factor per-

formance model for our code, translating the BSP bounds to

execution times. The model consists of the BSP computation

time, the BSP communication volume times logp (a factor

accounting for the MPI implementation overhead [19]), and

a constant term for overhead.

Strong Scaling First, we analyze strong scaling on a sparse

graph, where trials are not parallelized beyond their distri-

bution among processors (Figure 1). We see that increases in

parallelism yield good speedups and communication costs

remain low compared to computation at less than 9% on 1008

processors. There is a slight decrease in efficiency, which

is in part due to rounding in the distribution of the trials.

Compared to KS, we achieve about 20-fold speedup on 144

cores and 115 on 1008 cores, whilst SW is about 40x slower

than KS. The same trend applies to other classes of graphs.

For Watts-Strogatz and Barabasi-Álbert graphs, we have ob-

served around 4% difference in execution and MPI times. The

sparse implementation is thus largely insensitive to graph

structure, as expected.
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Figure 6. Strong scaling on an RMAT graph with n = 16
′
000, d = 4
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000.

Left: execution time, with the model prediction denoted by the black points.

Right: Fraction of time spent in MPI.

In Figure 6, we investigate strong scaling on denser graphs.

The performance trend is similar, with near-linear scaling;
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the efficiency is better than on the sparse graph due to the

significantly bigger input size. We also see that while com-

munication costs decrease proportionately to p as predicted,

they generally constitute a bigger fraction of the total time

than for the sparse algorithm. This is largely due to the much

more complex communication pattern. Finally, both of the

baselines timed out on these inputs, taking more than three

hours of compute time.

Weak Scaling In order to analyze the performance with an

increasing input size, we present a weak scaling experiment

summarized in Figure 7. Since our algorithm’s execution

time is close to n2, we expect the execution time to grow

linearly as we set a fixed value of n/p and increase both n
and p proportionally. Indeed, the trend holds closely for both

sparse and dense graphs, which implies good scalability with

the increasing input size. In particular, this highlights the

fact that our communication-efficient design ensures that

the relative cost of communication increases only slightly

with increasing scale, as predicted by our model.
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Figure 7. Weak scaling on a sparse graph (left, Watts-Strogatz graph with

d = 32 and 4
′
000 vertices per node) and a dense graph (right, R-MAT with

d = 1
′
000 and 2

′
000 vertices per node). The lines interpolate the trend.
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Figure 8. IPM rate of MC (Figure 8a, setup identical to Figure 9) and CC

(Figure 8b, setup identical to Figure 4).
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Figure 9. Comparison of sequential cache efficiency on an Erdös-Rényi

graph with d = 32 and a varying number of vertices.

Cache Efficiency Figure 9 offers several important insights

into the cache efficiency of KS, SW, and MC. We see that

while on graphs withm = O(n) all three algorithms have a

similar execution time of approximately O(n2), SW incurs

dramatically more cache misses than both KS and MC, as

shown in Figure 9a. Next, KS is significantly more efficient

than MC as it was specifically designed for sequential cache

efficiency, enabling a more compact representation without

buffers and other intermediate structures.

6 Related Work

Both connected components and minimum cuts have been

studied extensively in a variety of sequential and parallel

settings.

Global Minimum Cuts Numerous sequential determinis-

tic minimum cut algorithms have been proposed [5, 17, 29,

45], the fastest of which runs in O
(
nm + n2 logn

)
time. Ran-

domized algorithms have better bounds: A minimum cut can

be found w.h.p. in O
(
m log

3 n
)
time [22]. Recently, this algo-

rithm has been adapted to the cache-oblivious model [13]. A

parallel algorithm [25] that runs in polylogarithmic time on

an2 processors PRAM has been adapted to the BSP model [4].

We obtain improved bounds (see Table 1).

ST MinimumCuts and Maximum Flows Related to the

minimum cut problem is that of a minimum s-t-cut. This
problem requires that the vertices s and t are separated by

the cut (s is in the cut, t is not). The smallest minimum s-t-cut
over all (s, t) pairs is a minimum cut. In a flow network [10],

the value of a minimum s-t cut corresponds to the value of a
maximum s-t-flow. Recently, there has been some practical

work on performing approximate maximum s-t-flow com-

putations in parallel [50]. However, n − 1 maximum s-t-flow
computations are required to find a minimum cut and such

an approach yields a Ω(mn) work bound [50] compared to

our O
(
m log

3 n + n1+ϵ
)
work algorithm presented in § 3.3.

Connected Components Connected components can be

computed with O(logn) span and O(m + n) work [12]. In a

cache oblivious setting, computing connected components

incurs O(m logm) time and O
(
(m logM m)/B

)
cache misses

w.h.p. [1]. In the BSP model, Adler et al.[2] proposed an

algorithm which takes O(1) supersteps, O(m/p + n) com-

putation time, and O
(
m/p1+ϵ/2

)
communication volume if

p1+ϵ ≤ m/n for some ϵ > 0. Dehne et al. [8] presented a

Θ(logp) supersteps algorithm.

7 Conclusion

We designed and implemented practical communication-

avoiding algorithms for connected components and mini-

mum cuts. We obtained distributed-memory algorithms that

often perform only a constant number of collective com-

munication and synchronization operations, matching and

sometimes improving on previous theoretical bounds.
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A Artifact description

A.1 Abstract

This artifact provides all the executables and the associated
scripts of the experiments of the paper “Communication-Avoiding
Parallel Minimum Cuts and Connected Components”.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)

• Algorithm: Iterated Sparse Sampling; ParallelMinimum

Cuts

• Program: CC; AppMC; MC

• Compilation: GCC 5.3 with -O3 -march=native -flto
via CMake. Linked with Boost 1.63.0

• Binary: parallel_cc, approx_cut, square_root for the

respective programs

• Data set: Publicly available graphs; Synthetic graphs

generated by open source software

• Run-time environment: Cray MPICH-2 7.2.2 MPI li-

braries and runtime; SUSE SLESLinux 11 (kernel 3.0.101);

Slurm 15.08.11

• Hardware: CSCS Piz Daint cluster (Cray XC50); Homo-

geneous set of nodes each with two 18-core Intel Xeon

E5-2695 v4 CPUs (Broadwell-E, 3.30 GHz, 45 MiB LLC)

and 64 GiB DDR3; Cray Aries interconnect

• Execution: Using 0.9minimum success probability for

all programs, with a new, independent random seed

for every run

• Output: Minimum cut value, minimum cut value ap-

proximation, number of connected components depend-

ing on the program along with instrumentation mea-

surements for each execution;Aggregated andprocessed

separately

• Publicly available?: Yes

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How delivered

Open source under the GPLv3 license. The code and parts of the dataset
as well as the complete experiment automation is hosted on GitHub
(https://github.com/PJK/comm-avoiding-cuts-cc).

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies

For result replication: An MPI system of comparable specification and
size.

A.3.3 Software dependencies

Required:

• C++11 compiler

• Boost C++ libraries

• MPI libraries and runtime

Facultative:

• PAPI 5.4 or newer (for cache complexity measurement)

• Parallel Boost Graph Library (PBGL) and the Boost MPI

utilities, which are an optional non-header-only part of Boost

(for PBGL baselines)

• BASH (or a compatible shell environment), Ruby 2, standard

GNU-like utilities, and the Slurm scheduling system (for

experiment automation)

• Python 3with the NetworkX package 1.10 or newer, PaRMAT

• An up to date R language platform with the following pack-

ages ggplot2, scales, reshape2, plyr, dplyr, cowplot
packages (for statistical evaluation)

Finally, we also bundle some dependencies with the code base.

More information can be found in README.md.

A.3.4 Datasets

We use a number of synthetic graphs as outlined in Section 5

of the paper, as well as several graphs from SNAPThese graphs

were either generated or preprocessed by the scripts located in

input_generators and utils. For bigger experiments, this is com-

pletely automated, as described in section A.5.

A.4 Installation

Download and unpack the artifact. Assuming and you are in a desig-

nated working folder and the source location is /path/to/mincuts,
simply run cmake /path/to/mincuts
to configure the build. Some functionality has to enabled by adding

the flags described in the README, e.g. -DPAPI_PROFILE=ON. This
step will also inform you about any missing dependencies. Run

the build by executing make in the same directory. The executables

can then be located in src/executables. We encourage you to

verify full functionality on some of the small test cases located in

test_inputs before proceeding.

A.5 Experiment workflow

In our particular setup, we uploaded the sources to the cluster and

performed the process described in the previous section using the

build_daint.sh script.

Then, evaluation inputs were generated. Every input graph is

contained in a single file, stored as a list of edges together with

associated metadata.

For smaller experiments, this was done manually by invoking

the generators, as described in the README. For the bigger ex-

periments, we use scripts located in input_generators that often

generate the complete set of inputs.

For example, in the AppMC weak scaling experiment (Figure 6

in the paper), codenamed AWX, the inputs were first generated by

running input_generators/awx_generator.sh
which outputs the graphs in the corresponding folder.

In order to execute the experiments, we run the scripts located

in experiment_runners .

Each script describes one self-contained experiment. Following our

earlier example, we would run the

experiment_runners/awx.sh
script to execute the experiment. This submits a number of jobs

corresponding to the different data points to the scheduling system.

Every job outputs a comma-separated list of values (CSV) describ-

ing properties of execution, similar to the one shown in Listing 1.

Once all the jobs finish, we filter, merge, and copy relevant data

from the cluster to a local computer using

experiment_runners/pull_fresh_data.sh
which results in one CSV file per experiment or part of experiment.

The output mirrors the input folder structure and is located in

evaluation/data. For reference, we have included the measure-

ments we used for the figures in this paper. These are located in

evaluation/data.
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Listing 1. Output format example. First line describes PAPI counter values, second one is the profiling output, consisting of input and seed information,

execution and MPI time, parallelism information, and the summarized result.

PAPI , 0 , 3 9 1 2 5 7 4 9 , 6 2 7 9 9 8 4 2 5 , 1 1 8 4 5 3 9 1 6 6 , 1 0 1 2 6 5 8 7 3 7 , 3 5 0 1 5 9 7 0 , 5 3 8 2 4 3 9 , 0 . 0 1 1 9 0 4 7

/ s c r a t c h / i n pu t s / cc1 / ba_1M_16 . in , 5 2 2 6 , 1 , 1 0 2 4 0 0 0 , 1 6 3 8 3 7 4 4 , 0 . 4 2 8 9 7 2 , 0 . 0 1 1 9 0 5 , cc , 1

The data is then loaded into a suite of R scripts located in

evaluation/R. The evaluation/R/common.R file is perhaps of

most interest, as it contains the routines that aggregate the data

and verify the variance. These routines are used to build a separate

analysis for every experiment. Referring back to our example ex-

periment, the evaluation/R/awx.R is the script that was used to

produce Figure 6.

In case the statistical significance of results is found to be unsat-

isfactory during this step (verified by the verify_ci routine found

in evaluation/R/common.R) , we repeat the experiment execution

and the following steps. One presented datapoint is typically based

on 20 to 100 individual measurements.

A.6 Evaluation and expected result

Our presentation is focused on performance, which we validate

against our model in Section 5 of the paper. We therefore limit

ourselves to a brief description of measurement tools, and elaborate

on steps we have taken to validate correctness.

A.6.1 Performance

We measure the time by a simple source-level instrumentation.

Unless detailed profiling is enabled at compile-time, only a constant

number of measurements is taken per execution.

We use a monotonous variant of C++

std::chrono::high_resolution_clock
for our timers, which guarantees that the underlying timer has

at least the precision and resolution of POSIX clock_gettime on
our system, which is more than sufficient given the relatively high

quantities we deal with.

The quantity referred to as “time spent in MPI” throughout the

paper is obtained by instrumenting all MPI library calls using the

aforementioned timers.

The cache usage data are obtained using PAPI. On our system,

all the events we used map directly to hardware counters, provid-

ing cycle-precise results. In order to prevent interference between

executions of parallel_cc, we perform a pointer chase to ensure

eviction of any data from the previous trial. It’s effectiveness has

been statistically verified.

A.6.2 Correctness

Since our algorithms pose the challenge of Monte Carlo randomiza-

tion, we have constructed the code such that all non-determinism

is controlled by a single initial seed. This enables us to easily verify

that multiple executions are consistent, in the sense that executions

with the same random events produce the same result.

However, this gives no particular guarantee of correctness. For

this purpose, we use three main approaches for the MC:

• We have a set of corner-cases with known, deterministic cut

values, generated by

input_generators/verification_graphs.sh
against which we repeatedly test.

• For smaller inputs where running a deterministic sequential

algorithm is possible, we simply check the result against the

reference baseline. We have observed no failures, which may

in part be due to the fact that practical graph models do not

provoke the worst-case behavior.

• For big inputs where this is not a possibility, we compare

multiple randomly seeded runs of square_root on the same

input and verify that all results are the same. Since every

execution succeeds with probability p ≥ 0.9 and we conduct

at least 20 runs for every datapoint, the probability pf ≤

(1 − p)20 of all of them being wrong is negligible.

For the AppMC, we compare the cut value approximation with

the result given by MC and have observed an approximation ratio

below 11 for all inputs.

For the CC, we have looked at several test inputs in detail. The

bigger graphs were checked against the BGL baseline, and we have

observed no failures at all.

A.7 Experiment customization

Experiments can be modified or added by modifying the corre-

sponding scripts in the experiment_runners folder.

A.8 Notes

Additional technical information is provided in the source code.

Visit https://github.com/PJK/comm-avoiding-cuts-cc to send

feedback, report issues, or collaborate on further development.
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